Tackling issues of corruption and transparency that prevent the health sector from achieving optimum performance is worthy of mention, as it is also likely to assist a decline in poverty, mortality, and morbidity as stated in the Millennium Development Goals.

These considerations bring to the fore the need to ensure good governance at all levels within the health sector. After all, what would the pouring in of valuable funds achieve, if those at the helm overlook or shrug off their responsibilities in respect of the functions that govern all connected activities? To deliver health care in a world where sickness is rampant is a task that needs a committed and concerted effort. The responsibility does not lie only with the health officials: it requires commitment by those involved with governance at all levels.

Closing the knowledge translation gap will help to improve health service delivery
Carolyn Clancy

The second half of the 20th century witnessed a remarkable expansion in the scientific enterprise to improve health and health care. As a direct result of public and private sector investments in biomedical research, life expectancy increased substantially in developed countries, and the natural course of many diseases has been considerably modified. Most importantly, new donors have emerged to address global health challenges. These successes, however, cannot obscure the fact that in all countries we have yet to learn how to translate improved knowledge into enhanced health — both rapidly and efficiently. A study from the United States estimated that it takes on average 17 years to turn 14% of funded research into actual practice that benefits patients.

Ironically, then, the translation gap is blind to geography and the net resources of any nation. Moreover, the slow uptake of effective knowledge spans the continuum from basic public health interventions to the most sophisticated treatments.

The above paper by Bahamon et al. focuses on specific aspects of this challenge as it relates to health and development in countries with large and impoverished populations. The authors identify critical factors likely to be successful in bringing about change, including: the need for dedicated internal change agents; a clear purpose, with anticipated benefits and expected results; clear roles and responsibilities; and strategies to nurture an organizational climate that can maintain and scale up positive results. An essential observation that we ignore at our peril is that the pace of spontaneous adoption can be pitifully slow; other points regarding the process of change are similarly thoughtful and worthy of serious debate. Bahamon et al.
provide a straightforward model from problem identification through to implementation, which clarifies a logical series of steps that should be considered prior to launching any effort to improve health and health care. In short, they articulate clearly that failure to attend to all details of how improvements will be implemented and sustained will doom the best-intentioned efforts and even those that are well funded.

These issues merit broad debate and further assessment in their own right. For example, while a growing literature clarifies the importance of “change agents” and “champions”, we do not yet know how to identify or cultivate these individuals, and few studies evaluate whether champions are specific to interventions or to topics. All organizations — from the most sophisticated hospital to a rural village — are by definition complex ecosystems that attempt to cope with multiple challenges concurrently. Our need to understand how cultural and environmental aspects support or impede change across specific conditions or populations cannot be overstated. For example, are participatory initiatives more likely to succeed than those that are perceived as externally driven or top-down approaches?

If readers retain one message it should be this: knowledge is necessary but is far from sufficient to effect sustained change and improvement. Definitions of “best practices” need to expand to incorporate specific characteristics related to effective adaptation and implementation. This round table underscores that opportunities exist for collaboration across initiatives to identify effective strategies for accelerating the pace at which advances in knowledge improve health.


A structured improvement process sustains change in health service delivery and enables future improvement

Pierre Barker & Joe McCannon

Well-intentioned donors, academic researchers and nongovernmental organizations regularly introduce creative interventions aimed at improving the quality of health care in developing countries. These interventions can make a significant difference to the lives of millions of people and can also be important sources of learning. Often, however, these pilot projects wither after a promising start: improvements cannot be sustained because local systems infrastructure is not built during the pilot phase, changes cannot be replicated with local resources, or no plan is developed to scale up or expand the changes beyond the boundaries of the initial project.

Bahaman et al. review five steps that are required to introduce an intervention in a resource-constrained environment and to nurture the process so that it grows and becomes embedded in the local environment. A further critical requirement is that implementers introduce a systems improvement plan and implant modern improvement methods into the environment they are seeking to change. The review rightly emphasizes the key role of the change agent: an active agent should be part of any improvement activity, though all stakeholders in the change should quickly develop skill in analysing and enhancing performance. Establishing a common aim is also a crucial starting point for any endeavour to change the system, and can often act as a rallying point or compass when a project seems to be losing its way. Finally, the role of testing change ideas on a small scale before widespread implementation is an important part of the process, since it allows local health workers to develop confidence in and ownership of the change.

The authors accurately describe the process of identifying challenges, determining the root causes of the problems, prioritizing the highest leverage changes to be tested, testing solutions on a small scale and then implementing successful strategies on a broader scale. In our experience, this process can proceed quickly through formation of a core improvement team within each health unit (e.g. clinic) that meets regularly, perhaps weekly, and is mentored by the change agent in continuously making local improvements and analysing the data from tests of these changes. Broad change and rapid spread of successful pilot schemes can be accelerated by forming learning networks of improvement teams from multiple sites. Every level of the health care system — tertiary, secondary and primary care sites — should be represented, brought together by a common aim and acting, as much as possible, as an interdependent system, with each hospital or clinic making its best contribution to optimize limited resources. This collaboration process needs to be well-coordinated by an experienced improvement expert.

Introducing change into a system when the change agent is not part of the government infrastructure (e.g. nongovernmental organization or academic unit) can be problematic if the local or regional health authority is not part of the process. It is crucial that local health structures such as the district health office are engaged in the design and leadership of change, and that change does not threaten their authority or pre-existing strategies. Securing governmental buy-in is even more crucial when contemplating scaling up successfully tested changes. Collecting and repeatedly disseminating data showing the effects of the change powerfully engages the support of local and regional departments of health.

Ultimately, sustainability and spread of new ideas will depend on the success of the initial change process, ownership of the change processes by the local health workers, a robust infrastructure for learning, and concomitant support from health-care leadership to allow local adaptation and testing of new ideas for improvement. A successful improvement process can transform the culture of health systems accustomed to introducing change through top-down approaches, ultimately empowering front-line providers of care, and building capacity to make future progress via a similar, structured improvement process.